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Best in class SRI: does it deliver?

A legitimate question

➡ What would be the use of ESG screening if it was to reach the same result you would

have without that screening?

For ERAFP:

➡ It is part of its fiduciary duty

➡ It is a question of credibility with regards to its 4.6 million beneficiaries

Some raise the question of Best in class ESG ability to deliver:

➡ at least similar financial performance than strategies solely focused short term

financial aspects

➡ Tangible outcomes for the environment and society at large (carbon emissions

reduction?)
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You can’t manage what you don’t 

measure
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Why has ERAFP measured its investments carbon footprint?

1st objective

Getting a comprehensible vision of the impacts of our investments on society

2nd objective

Concretely measuring the benefits of our best-in-class strategy and strengthening the 

legitimacy of our innovative SRI policy

3rd objective

Capitalising on today’s state of corporate reporting on GHG emissions to ensure a 

meaningful dialogue with our investment managers and investee companies, and 

encouraging transparency of both corporates and asset owners
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How have we measured ERAFP’s investments carbon footprint?

➡Using TRUCOST’s proven experience in this field

➡Focusing on equity assets as a first step (related methodologies are the most advanced)

➡Choosing the right scope in terms of GHG emissions data quality and comprehensiveness:

- Scope 1 + 2 + first tier suppliers

➡Calculating the carbon intensity of our investments by normalising GHG emissions of 

issuers by their sales (less volatile than market cap or EBIT)

➡Comparing ERAFP’s equity portfolio’s carbon footprint with the one of a relevant 

benchmark

➡Assessing the sector allocation & stock picking effects on ERAFP’s portfolio relative carbon 

performance
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Data qualityData comprehensiveness

Why do we feel comfortable with the results?
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What did we get? What can we learn? 

ERAFP’s Best in class approach
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ERAFP’s carbon footprint pledge
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Fiduciary duty and carbon footprint transparency

Some still discuss mankind responsibility in Global warming…

… but who can argue against carbon being a risk?
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Fiduciary duty and carbon footprint transparency

http://www.carbontracker.org/site/norwegian-government-assess-exposure-to-stranded-oil-gas-assets

If carbon is a risk…

…some of our assets may already be stranded

http://www.carbontracker.org/site/norwegian-government-assess-exposure-to-stranded-oil-gas-assets
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Fiduciary duty and carbon footprint transparency

If carbon is a risk…

… how large institutional investors…

 Some of them being public

 Some of them being entrusted money to be managed for a very long time (pension funds

or insurance companies)

…may justify that…

 They will not do their best effort to assess that risk and what it means for the value of the

stakeholders’ rights and there after mitigate

 This information should not be communicated to their stakeholders

The very definition of fiduciary duty seems to answer that question!
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Making public investors’ carbon footprints compulsory

or how to quickly produce a virtuous circle

Those who won’t make public their carbon footprint, will have to justify to ever more

pressing stakeholders

Index providers will be encouraged to propose new benchmarks, taking into

consideration both carbon footprints and carbon reserves (locked-in emissions)

Asset managers having to take into account a growing demand, will have to design

new solutions or products.

. Decarbonizing products are already on the shelves or in the pipeline (BlackRock,

Amundi, MSCI, etc.)

• Best in Class policies could be tilted
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In respect of the trillion dollars that is called to be invested in, should be 

included:

the investments, by pension funds and other investors, that demonstrate 

that their investment policies significantly reduce the carbon footprint of 

their portfolios relative to that of their benchmarks

the investments whose carbon footprint is in line with the objective of limiting 

the average temperature increase to 2°Celsius by 2050. We currently support 

R&D programmes that aim at developing methodologies that would allow such 

alignment.

What is required to go further?

What is really urgent? 

To fix the carbon market so that it can work 

- that means putting a price on carbon 

To convince large institutional investors to act together

- that’s what IIGCC is aiming at (cf. papers sent to European Commission)

 To get public opinion on board by stressing the unique opportunity to unleash a wealth of 

investments if we set up the right framework
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The time is now!

I see the the heat arising. 
I see trouble on the way. 
I see hurricanes and lightnin'. 
I see bad times today. 

Don't go around tonight, 
Well, it's bound to take your life, 

There's a bad moon on the rise.
(with my apologies to CCR)



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
www.rafp.fr
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ERAFP’s key characteristics

Created in 

2005
100% 

SRI

45,000
employers

Positive net cash 

flows above 

€2bn per 

year until 2023

Mandatory, Defined 

contribution, 

Fully funded 

additional pension 

scheme

4,5 million 

beneficiaries

21,07Md

s € AUM
Fair Value

as of 12/31/14

Funding 

Ratio

106,3%


